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Family Weekend 7990

"Rockin' on··the river"
. to play games and when the event is
over they can cash their chips in for
bookstore merchandise.
For those who don't like to
gamble, the Big Band Dance will be
going on in the Main Dining Hall.
You are finally away from home
The weekend's activities wind
with no more hassles. Your room is a
down Sunday with family liturgies at
mess and your clothes are wrinkled.
9:00a.m. and.11 :OOa.m., in Bellermine
Then you hear the news: mom and
.
.
Chapel.
dad are coming to visit!
Close to 600 families are expected
This weekend, Xavier University
to participate, which is, according to
will host its annual Family Weekend.
Shannon
Cheston, one of the
The weekend provides mom, dad,
brothers and sisters wi.th the opportu- weekend's coordinators, an increase
of about 200 families from last year's
nity to visit and spend some quality
400,
and almost triple the number
time with their young collegian.
from two years ago. "I worked
This weekend's activities begin
Family Weekend last year, and the
Friday at Riverfront Stadium where
400 families made it exciting. I think
the Cincinnati Reds will be hosting
600 families will make the event
the San Diego Padres.
much more fun," said co-coordinator
Saturday's activities include an
Rich Klus. "We have revamped and
afternoon concert by the. Xavier
added more activities to make it a fun
Singers and Gospel Choir, followed
time for everybody who attends."
by Casino Night and the Big Band
Cheston and Klus have worked ·
Dance, featuring the Xavier Univerhard
.and ~re excited about this year's.
..
..
sity Big Band,.·. ·
ttirnout. "We are ready, and expect
Casino Night has been the biggest
to have a great weekend," Cheston
event of previous family weekends.
said.
It allows parents the opportunity to
So, ! guess its time we picked up
socialize in a casino type atmosphere,
the
room and folded those clothes,
with blackjack tables and roulett
because mom and dad will soon be
wheels going strong all night. Parhere.
ents and students are given "chips"
By Tim Coyne
The Xavier Newswire

-

Photo by Pierre Azuccnas·

·~cnmbi.ng--Toward Success·~-Dr. Paul Fiorelli, a professor of Accounting and Business Law, conducts a
.lect11re on "The First Aniendment and Yo11 "at Saturday's Leadership
Conference. The fiflh annual Leadership Conference featured lect11res from
David Coleman, Randal McCravy,Anne Massaro, and Rosalind Florez. The
Keynote Speaker was Peter Wilkin from Pensacola Comm unity College in
Florida. His topic was "Who Pulls Your Strings?" which discussed how we let
ourselves be manipulated by others.

Crime prevention takes a pro-active stance
planned is an indication of things to
come, Xavier students can look for
positive changes in campus attitudes
toward crime.

By Rich Klus
The Xavier Newswire
"It's going to be the start of a great
crime-prevention year," said Marianne Duncan, Crime Prevention
Officer. If the first program she has

Duncan seeks a pro-active stance
rather than an active one. "Compassion after the fact is reactive. Xavier
needs to implement preventative
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methods," said Duncan. She plans
several events throughout the year to
heighten the awareness of the campus community to personal safety.
The first event planned is ex-Hamilton County Deputy Debbie Gardner,
who will speak on October 3, 8 p.m.,
in Kelley Auditorium. Gardner's talk
will feature effeCtive methods of
dealing with a potential attacker by
centering on your inner self, rather
than physical retaliation. She teaches
people how to fight back with their
mind and focus on their emotions,
giving the potential victim the power
to fight back effectively by keeping a
cool head.
Duncan and Commuter Assistant
Wendy Ann Damon have been
planning Gardner's presentation
since March when Damon saw an
article on Gardner in the Cincinnati
Enquirer, and asked Duncan if she
could use Gardner for her crime
· prevention program .. Duncan took an
immediate interest, and together they
contacted Gardner.
Duncan hopes that this and .other

programs will heighten student
awareness to the facts of life. "We
can't close out the surrounding
community. Whatever we teach,
students can carry throughout their
lives, just like their academics. This
nuts-and-bolts approach," Duncan
hopes, "will prevent a false sense of
security."
"I genuinely care about people,"
she said, "I've read all of the horrible
things that happen to other peopleand it's easy to look the other way.·
Until you're hit with a tragedy that is
close to you, you don't realize. 1
don't want an XU student to have a
tragedy for all of us to wake up and
smell the coffee."
Another program Duncan has
acquired is Operation ID, where
students' belongings are identified to
deter theft and hasten stolen merchandise recovery. She has made a
more concerted effort to promote this
service, rather than leave it to wordof-mouth. To this end, Duncan is
doing all that she can to prevent
crime on the Xavier campus.
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Commuter Assistant Corner

Assistants help provide awOr~ness ·fofthe commuters
Contributed by the Office
of Commuter Services
The Office of Commuter
Services would like to
welcome all Xavier students

to the first Commuter
Awareness Day, September
26, in the Commuter Lounge.
Festivity will rule the day as
the Lounge will be filled with
CAs giving away all sorts of
goodies. In the morning, free

foqd will be served to all who·
stop by. The afternoon
.
events consist of an informh- ·
tive presentatiOn on car
.
maintenance and security, coordinated by Commuter Assistant Beth Landers. It will

feature an officer from the
OhioState Patrol, and
WVXU's Steve Overbeck,
both of whom will deliver a
practical approach to car
maintenance and safety.
Refreshments will be avail-

PHOTo·cENTER····

·able following the talk, and a
movie will be shown at 3:30.
Be sure to wear your "I'm
Commuter Friendly" button
to be eligible for free give·aways throughout the day.
Commuter Awareness Days
will take place on the fourth
Wednesday of every month
through December. For more
information, contact the
Office of Commuter Services
at x3205! · · ' '
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Board of Ambassadors offers something MORE
By Deena Calabrese

The Xavier Newswire
"The Board of Ambassadors is the best unknown
organization on Xavier's
campus," said Pat Potter, a
member of the Board.
The Board of A.mb~~sap_Qr.s,
(BOA) is the student-run part
of the Admissions Office, and
currently consists of eight
Ambassadors and about 40
Tour Guides. To become an
Ambassador, a student must
be a Tour Guide for one
semester and apply for the
Ambassador position.
Ambassadors have two
specific areas of invol:Vement:
They work on Admissions-

related projects, and they
work with Admissions
Counselors.
These projects include: XExpress, a new program in
which high school students
from as far away as Milwaukee are bussed to Xavier on
the weekend of Nov. 15-17.
High school students interested in Xavier spend the
weekend here and learn more
about student life.
A recent addition1to the ,. ; ;
program includes Ambassadors becoming involved in
local high school recruiting.
Additionally, Ambassadors
are now h~lping out with
publication brochures from
the Admissions Office. Tour
Talk (soon to be called MORE

News), is a newsletter sent to dors gives us as Ambassatour guides and Ambassadors a great deal of responsidors, and is designed to keep bility," said John Belle, a
member of the Board. "The
me"'in.,bers up tO date on th~
Admissions Office programs. program has been copied by
It also keeps tour guides in
several colleges in the area
touch with campus changes.
such as Susquehanna College, Kentucky Wesleyan,
Beth Landers, the coand
Ohio Northern Univerdirector of the BOA, said
sity.
They h~ve a}l imi_ta!ed
"One thing that l would like
our
program
and we are all
to get across to the Xavier
very
proud
of
that fact."
student body is that the
Other
responsibilities
Board [of Ambassadors] is a
d·iverse grou'p of students. ' , ·Board members have had
include overseeing MORE
consisting of Resident
(Muskie's
Own Recruitment
Assistants, Senators, Student
Effort),
the
tour guide
Activities Council members,
program, class, Christmas
etc. They are all valuable
and overnight visits, and the
additions to the Admissions
Spring
Phone Campaign.
Office."
.
Ambassadors also interview
"The Board of Ambassapotential students. "The

most exciting part of my job
is interviewing [high school]
seniors to be freshmen.
When I see that person on
campus, I know that I
recruited them. It's a silent
kind of job that we do," said
Shannon Cheston, a member
of the Board.
Shaun Tray, a co-director
of the BOA, said "Many
Ambassadors have written
articles and brochures that
the rest of the university
doesn't see, and because the
brochures are mailed to
incoming freshmen, they are
rarely seen by Xavier students. The Board of Ambassadors is the prominent
underrated organization on
campus."

Peer mediation eases pressure
ased mediators acting as a
resource.
When a resolution is
The Xavier Newswire
reached, the students are
asked to sign a contract of .
On September 15, sturesolution that is acceptable
dents and staff interested in
to both of them. "We plan to
·peer mediation met for
do a lot," said Pearee, ''be· training. The purpose of the
cause it helps those in conflict
peer mediation program is•·
come to a peacefUI agreenot to counsel, but to pro~·
ment."
· ·
vide Xavier students with a
out
·
The
program
started
peer-oriented opportunity to
resolve conflicts. "Students · with two students last spring,
and is now staffed by twelve
can do this for each other;
students who are well trained
they just have to know how
by the adult members of the
to do it," said Deborah
program: Fr. Gene
Pearce, coordinator of the
· Carmichael, of the Health
program. "This program
will teach students to resolve and Counselin Center Sr.
their own conflicts without a
judge or jury present."
Pearce is trained in peer
mediation, and, with the
help of a task force, intro. duced the program to
Xavier's campus in the
spring of 1990.
Peer mediation is a
confidential skill-teaching
program that helps students
with conflicts resolve them
peacefully through discussion and role playing. "It
can be growth-producing if
we can sit down with skills .
and work it out," said
Pearce. The students in
·...................................
.· /•Milford<OH
45150..
conflict are, through the
! ...................................
program, able to see the
·situations for what they are,
and they come to understand each other, thereby
bringing about a peaceful
"win-win" resolution. When
a conflict arises, the students
in conflict can make an
appointment with two
mediators. Through a
confidential meeting, the
students in· conflict are asked
to talk it out, with the unbiBy Rich Klus

·. :f:. <2~~8~· {-?~ .·. •.·•·• •

Get the
F.acts

lx2

Marge English, of l.Jniversity
Ministry, Deborah Pearce, of
the Communication Arts · ·
Department, and Anne_
Massaro, of the Office of
Residence Life.
. "Many members of our
staff are from diverse backgrounds, and we encourage
iill students toparticipate,"
said Pearce, who hopes to
have another training session
for interested students in
January.
Students interested in the
program are asked to stop by
Pearce's office located in the
Communication Arts Department, Alter Hall.

Off-Campus
Housing
Walk to campus

Free
Heat
&
Parking·

. $245and up

Oxford: Apts;
100·5 Dana Ave.
Call A.B. at .
861-5928
474-0449

· · 55 WKRC-AM is offering a unique chance
for students to gain valuable "real-life"
~~p~,r,ie!1.c': i!1. ~r~~~!2~st jo~rna~ism.
Applications for positions are being
accepted for both fall and spring
openings .

Foi' more information.contact:

Terry Donald
1906 Highland Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45219
421-1068
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Wha_f. . it means to be a Jesuit
i

The Ignation charisma is
a change in the students, .but_
being able to find God in
it is hard to notice. "It's one
By Kathy Oshel
many things. "It's having the . of hose gradual things, like
The Xavier Newswire
tendency to experience God
watching your own child
"Nothing in life doesn't
not just here or there, but at
grow up, you know there's a
reflect God." This is part of
Bellarmine giving a liturgy,
difference." ·
:
St. Ignatius Loyola's charisma with a group of people at a
· Being at Xavier has given
that has helped to see the
· party or sitting in your,
LaRocca a chance to develop.
room," said LaRocca.
"The context that on many
Society of Jesus through its
450 years.
·
. ..
LaRocca has been a Jesuit
leyel.s gives me supp9rt, the
, _, . . T-he Society of Jesus--·-:. - · - - · for 27 years, and 'has spent'13 · ~fr!eridsh'ip'and the rewards··
. .
....tradition was founded to
. . of tlwse years as a faculty.
pteach•the gospel and help '. member and priest at Xavier...
others find God.
, . . . .. . ~,:'IiC<lUJ.'r ou:t ry(;!r~ YC:!ars, '.
XAVIER NIGHTS begin ne~t Thursday, Oct 4th with live inuslc by '
· R~v. John La Rocca; SJ · .11 ago convinced_ that'! d only.
feels the Jesuit tradition has
be here for two years, but
after one semester, I found I
liked it a lot."
LaRocca said that in high
THE CAVE DOGS• This Thur!
URBAN DANCE SQUAD• Oct 16
school he knew God was
FIRST LIGHT •This' Fri!
THE SPIRTLES •Oct 19
calling him. "It goes back to
high school, wondering what
VIXEN w/Electrlc Boys & Jet Boy ROBYN HITCHCOCK·• Oct 20
I was going to do with my
This Saturday!
. GW. A R • Oct 26
\
life. I had a feeling God was
'
calling me to do this with my
VIO·LENCE •This Sun!
MICHAEL HEDGES •Oct 27
photo by Pierre Azucenas
_life, to be a priest; to be a
you need to continue to
FLOTSAM & JETSAM • This Mo11 SOCIAL DISTROTION • Oct 29
Jesuit."
· develop."
JOE JACKSON • This Tues
"Given the abilities I have,
JOHNNY CLEGG & SAVUKA • Nov 4
What makes Xavier a
the talents I have, I think the
.
photo by Pierre Azucenas
ZACHARY RICHARD • Oct 3
special
place for La Rocca? "It
SKINNY PUPPY • Nov 6
Lord has asked me to teach
lasted ·so long is because it
· challenged me to be an
LEO KOTTKE • Oct 5
here and be a facufty memstill speaks to human beings;
LOS LOBOS• Nov 17
. educator and a priest," he
ber."
.
"People still find it useful,
YELLOWP!'!AN & SOPHIA GEORGE • Oct 5
sai9. "It's just a good place to
WYNTON MARSALIS ··Nov 18 p~tting the~ in ~o~e . C~m-: ·=In LaRocca's 13 years at
be."
MC 900FT JESUS • Oct 9
Xavier he said therehas been
WRATHCHILD AMERICA • Nov 23 . munkation with God~" .

MARKS' :THE _:·SPOT.

p

EXQUISITE FASHION

Tickets: TICKETRON, BOGART'S ll by Phone: 1-800-225-7337 •Open to all ages
Celebrating 15 Years as Showcase ot the Midwest• 2621 Vine St, University Village

Fri~ndshiP~>herald Jesuit tradition

· ' · j,; . · · ·: .... '''. · ·· . 1, . • :; spiritual experience: an expeContributed by':· '.:'· · · · .·" 'rience of God.
Dan Sinnott, S.J.
In the.seven years after his
spiritual'conversion, prior to
Ze ederra den euskaldun batekin · coming to Paris to study phitopatzea etxetik urrun!
losophy and theology, ·
.No, the computer at the
Ignatius had been keeping a
Newswire didn't go haywire.
journal. In it, he recounted
Such words were likely
the movements of his spirispoken between Ignatius
tual life, taking careful note
Loyola an_qFrancis Xavier for
"I only wo.rk part-time at
of when he felt in· the presUPS, but I make almost
the first time on October 1,
ence of God's light and when
$10,000 a year. That's right.
1529,
when Ignatius joined.
Working only about 4 hours
he felt visited by the enemy's
Francis and Peter Faber to
• a day, 5 days a week. I get
darkness.
.
weekends off. And I got lo
form a "triple" in their resiWhat
began
as
a personal
pick when I work-morn·
dence hall at the college of
ings, afternoons, or nightsjournal became a resource
. whatever fit around my class
Sainte-Barbe in Paris. Transmanual calkd the Spiritual.
schedule the best.
lated, they mean, "How
Exercises,
to be used by
"But that's not all. Tl1e
beautiful it is to meet one
.. spiritual guides helping·
benefits are great, too. I get
who speaks Basque far from
paid holidays and vaca· people on retreat and in their
tions, medical and dental
home." From neighboring
daily lives follow that path of
coverage, even a student
regions in what is now
the life, death, and resurrecloan if I need one. And, I'm
northern Spain, Francis and
not talking about some pit·
, tion of Jesus. Ignatius guided
tance, I can get up to
Ignatius spoke Basque as
Peter and, later, Francis on a
· $25,000 a year if I need
their native tongue.
thirty-day retreat strus:tured
it. Best of all, I'm getting great on-the-job experience. I work in
As some Brockman Hall
Operations, but openings come up i~ Accounttng, Industrial
around the Exercises. All
Engineering, l.S. and Customer Service.
residents may now be
Jesuits following them have
"Only one thing bolhers me When I graduate howwill I ever get
learning, being roommates
the Exercises as the begina job as good as the one I got at UPS?"
does not always mean being
and the basis of their
ning
Applications are being accepted for the Sharonville Hub._
friends. Ignatius' outgoing
Jesuit lives.
TODAY, Wednesday, September 26th, 12 noon-5 pm at the
personality apparently did
Career Placement Office. We are an equal opportunity employer.
With their shared expe~inot quickly win Francis' ·
ence of the Spiritual Exerinterest. It took time .. ·.
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
cises, the three roommates of
EvennjalJY,·Ignatius,
Sainte-Barbe
along with six
UPS DELIVERS EDUC"TIO~
Francis and Peter became
. other companions became the
close friends .. ~ey were ·
first members of the.Com- ·
:·
ponded together by common
. pania de Jesus,. the Society of
Jesus or Jesuits.
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.·.
coursework,
living
· ·~-..···
;,, · .:; ;. .·'quarters,
andshared
a common
What we are celebrating

"I HOPE I DO THIS WEll
WHEN I GRADUATE.''

·~

with the Jesuits oftoday is
the anniversary of the
approval of a document, a
papal bun, signed by Pope
Paul. lllon September 27,
1540.
. Many more documents
followed the bull of 1540.
Ignatius spent the rest of his
life in Rome administering
the new, ~ut already far flung
order and writing its
Constitution._ ~e bull of
1540 became the cornerstone
of a succession of documents.
Since Ignatius' death in 15561
Jesuit leaders have gathered
on 33 occassions to discuss;
discern and decide how the
tree planted.in 1540 might
bear fruit in succeeding
generations.
At the 32nd General
Congregation in1975, the
mission of the Society of
Jesus conceived in the "First
Sketch of the Institute" "\'<!S .
renewed for this generation
as the Jesuit delegates from
around the world asked this
question and gave this .
answer: "What is it to be a
companioi(of Jesus today? It
is to engage, lirider the ·
standard of the cross, in the
crucialstruggle of puf time: .
the struggle for faith.arid that
struggle for justice which it
fndudes.'.'..
.

I,

I would've bought a Macintosh even without

the student discount.
G~egGallent

Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

.

I

1

~.
~

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, lwas immediately
. hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student.·
pricing and my .next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're
a painto learn, and working on them can be
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
bought anotherkind. of computer against
my advice and has used it for maybe 15
hours.What a waste.'

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on ho~ to get it on
paper. You can create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work ·
in the same way.
"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,
there's no tu1ning back:'

~

~

,_

-~

Why do people love Macintosh®? ·
Ask them.·

Cheer on the Men's soccer team
and have a great time doing it!
Everyone is invited to a pre-game
pep rally /dance, sponsored by
· · Apple /Macintosh
Friday, October 5 in the O'Conner
Sports Center parking lot.
The fun starts at 4:00.
Tasty treats, great friends, a big
boost for the men's soccer team ;
· music and a chance to register to
win a per.sonal laser printer at the
Macintosh booth!
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Souter. possesses
the kev to.abortion ·
Supreme Court nominee questioned
As the Senate Judiciary Committee finished early last
week questioning the "soon-to-be" 105th Supreme Court
Justice David. Souter, a strong grass~roots movement was
beginning to take shape on the single issue of abortion.
Souter will, barring any last second controversies, most
certainly obtain the vote from Congress. And with that
vote comes thetag of "pro-choice" or "pro-life". Souter
will, unfortunately, have to bear. Mr. Souter should be
measured upon his keen legal mind and societal perspective, not on a single issue, and especially not the explosive
abortion issue.
Abortion, as a legal issue, is a case which will certainly
be heard by the Supreme Court as the Guam and Louisiana
abortion laws make their journey to the high court. It is
quite possible that by next January "Roe vs, Wade" could
be legal history and a new precedent would then take its
place. Any intelligent observer of the court should realize
that Souter, indeed, possesses the key to the abortion issue.
However, its not the only aspect on which he should be
judged, nor will it be his only influence in the Supreme
Court.

Internal Revenu·e
Service absurditv · ·
The unbelievable extent to whichthe_IRSwilt'proceed to
obtafr1 "back-taxes arid penalties;' has achieved· afardcal and
absurd height. Last Thursday, September 20, a bankruptcy
trustee verbally agreed to reopen the infamous Mustang
Ranch, a well known brothel; which has sought Chapter 11.
As a curious sidenote, the Mustang Ranch was the.only
brothel to be listed on a public stock exchange.. •.
..
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge James Thompson agrees thef>.iustang
Ranch is capable of paying parfof the $13 mill,ion in debt···
owed by owner Joe Conforte with hard work andaslight in.·
morals. This maneuver certainly sets a precedent; and the ·
everyd.ay citizen has to wonder ifthe action taken by thelRS
is the proper course to take; while.it ishumorous, it does
leave one dumbfounded.

···.s~a:rnrtl~Ruatm·a.m.::····.t>:il.I,:·.·.·· .·the

fS¢ade.

of ~~~~:JH~~~n •. ·

terribie.~ay to run a govern~ ' 1985 to $170 billion this year.
.
merit.'~· The ambiguous act
.However, a great deal of the
he Xavier Newswire
· · calls forfoassive cuts.in; the .·· .· decline is the reduction of the
i--_-A-s-ou
___
rd-ed-i-.c-a-ted_c_o_n____ · budgetifan impasse.devel::. · · inilitaf)'budgetwhich saw
gressll\enarid. a presidential
ops'iri Congress. ·The act, : · ·.record hig~s d uiirig !h~ ·• ·..
budget team work f~v(:?rishly ·. dOes-nothirig but culHyate. · . ~~agaJ1)'ears .. The. act' i~self i
on a ''balanced.bu~g~t": <.. · . impasse. ·Any co11gressn'\~n, . not a.restraint on congres- ·
. . . . which in intellectual Cirdes is by vi_ewof. th~~r c~~stifoency, :-,s.iorial. spendi 11g, bu ta pliable
·. quickly hE!!:oming•an'oxymo~ .. should:hold a finariciallirie: ·.. law that allows Qongress to
Editor in chief- Jennifer Stark
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ron, the.deep; dark
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Our Lady of Victory: ,_
Xavier's for · otten- ift
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Xavier is the

key to our
future
.

By Wanda Dunlap
Newswire Columnist
Shaded and unattended, ·
realistically neglected, Our
Lady of Victory and Peace
stands forgotten. Located
directly in front of Alumni
Hall, facing Victory Parkway
is an effigy unknown to most
and overlooked by others.
She certainly cannot be seen
from the street, considering
her one working spot-light is
blocked by a huge cloaking
branch and because her back
faces the driveway and
students or faculty members
- do not notice her in passing.
Only observant curiosity
would have any inclination
to venture down the cracked
slates of stone.to see the
shrine. Even then there are
no answers.
Our Lady of Victory and
understanding humbly
serves as a memorial to the
135 Xavier men who lost
their lives in World War II.
Designed by Albert V. . ,
Walters and sculpted by
Ernest Bruce Haswell, the
shrine was erected in 1943 ·
with the.co~tributions'ornso
alumni and 'friends·. Blessed
by the late Archbislfop of
Cincinnati, the Most Rev.
John T. McNicholas, Q.P., the
shrine was the-sight of the·
1946 Homecq_ming services,
the supposed annual :4th of
July services, noon day
rosaries, and post football
game prayer. As a matter of
fact Father Bruggeman, S.J.,
can remember the last service
held there after a victorious
Xavier football game against
University of Cincinnati in ·
1964. .
.
As if it were not hard
enough to find out abOut the·
Shrine itself, the plaque
whi~h graced Our_Lady_is · · missing,·simply vanished.·
The bronze plaque inscrip- . ·
tion was eloquent and
'
refined: "To the greater glory
of God and to the sons of,
Xavier men who serve in the
armed forces of our Country,
especially to t~ose who gi_ve
their lives in our cause, this ·
Shrine of Our Lady, Quee~ o.f
Victory and Peace, is humbly
dedicated· by the alumni and
friends of Xavier University."·
Inscribed ·names of those lost
to the war were also adCfed.. ·
Pre5ently, the plaque is no
where to be seen. No one
knows from Public Relations ·
to Planned Giv,ing to the

.
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By Matt Alander
Newswire Columnist

We have met our teachers,
seen the nightlife (which we
almost missed when we
blinked), have read the
bathroom walls several times
over, and have left much of
our "new experience" anxiety
behind. Based on these and
other experiences, we have
pretty much determine·d
whether or not we like this
place. One plus is that 90%
of the freshmen will probably
come back for their sophomore studies. So according
to this, most of us will like it
here enough to shell out the
big bucks that will come with
a· degree.

tions: not too much, not too
little. This strength is what
we need in order to replace
the older generations in the
real world.

That is what this is all
about, right? we're here to
make sure that our kids, and
their kids won't have to
worry about playing outside
without a sunscreen with an
SPF of at least 75, or have to
worry about purifying their
tap water before drinking it,
or starting out life at a· disadvantage because of innate
diseases or stupid irrational
prejudices. We want to
change the world, and
change it we will, starting
right here at XU. Over the
next year, Xavier will change,
the nation will change, the
world will change, and
people are behind each and
But let's get past the
every one of'those changes.
money; I mean we're only
Someday, Xavier's freshman
talking about what we're
class of '90 will be behind
going to do this ozone
those changes, and the world
depleted, chemically polwill be a much a better place.
luted, cancer causing planet
for the rest of our natural
In the rhythmical words to
Tom Petty, "Well won't back
lives. A good career &bould
be the last-thing preoccupydown, no l won't back down,
ing our minds; it should jJJst
you can stand me up at the
fall i_nto place, right? It~ill if gates of hell, but I won't back
we let the seeds of knowldown." The quest goes on.
edge, discipline and desire
begin growing right here at
Xavier University. They will Matt Alander's column
grow string if tl:tey are
features a weekly freshman
"watered" and "given
prespective.
sunlight" in the right propor-
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America·s freedom' fever,
By William Cun ion
Newswire Columnist
The American government
has really been flexing its
muscles lately. Of course,
our leaders merely follow.the
lead of American people; and
right now, Americans are
feeling an intense national
pride coupled with a feeling

of invincibility. I like to call
this collective mind set
"Freedom Fever."
Freedom Fever seems to
have taken the world by
storm since last year. From
Poland to.China-oh, and
also that country in between-the reforms and
revolutions will cause future
generations to mark 1989 as
the end of one era and the
beginning of another.
And what about the
reaction in the USA? If I'd
been alive at the end of
World War II, I'd be feeling
deja vu. We did win the Cold
War, I guess, but if one more
ex-marine "challenges" me to

bum his flag, or if someone
else declares "Sinead-free"
radio, I am going to be sick.
This Freedom Fever
deeply intrigues me; it's quite
disturbing how an entire
nation seems to have lost
their ability to think. Since
last year, the US seems rather
eager to intervene militarily
anytime our interests are not
being served. We invaded.
Panama like it wasn't even
there. And it was about two
seconds after Iraq took over
Kuwait that we decided to
camp out .in Saudi Arabia.
As for public opposition to ·
these actions-forget it! I am
truly amazed how few

people arc criticizing our
intervention in the Middle .
East. Even the left-wing
·collegians seem 'to think we
should be there. Perhaps not
enough of us take Iraq ·
seriously. Neither do many
of us 20 year old men really
think that we could die in
Kuwait? Does this sound
familiar or what?
I'm certain a lot of people
are going to get the idea I
think we should pull out of
Saudi Arabia. Sorry, you're
all wrong. So why did I
spend all this time criticizing
the U.S. for going in? I
didn't. I've merely con-
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Rape Trcmmcm Center, Sarna Monica llo!lpital.

demned the large number of
Americans who are chanting
"Kill Hussein!" but have no
idea why he invaded Kuwait,
or how a place in Easten1
Europe once called the
Sudetenland fits into this
picture.
The bitter irony of the
whole situation is this: the
freedom that people our age
died for in Tianemmen
Square-:- the same freedom
··we· have had every single day
of our lives-is essentially
little more than freedom to
think and freedom to express
that thought; and in the
midst of Freedom Fever,
~mericans are doing neither.
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DOMINO~s

PIZZA
CALENDAR
OF
SAVINGS
Dominos Pizza offers savings every day of the week!
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

SEPT. 24

SEPT. 25

SEPT. 26

SEPT. 27

SEPT. 28

SEPT. 29

SEPT. 30

3915 Montgomery Road

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1TOPPING 5 5.95
CALL US ABOUT WACKY WEEK OFFERS

396-7400
11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m. Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

al
m

OCT.1

OCT. 2

OCT.B

. OCT. 9

OCT. 15

OCT. 16

Xavier University "No Coupon" Specials!
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

AUG. 27

AUG. 28

AUG. 29

AUG. 30

AUG. 31

SEPT. 1

SEPT. 2

SEPT. 6

SEPT. 7

SEPT. 10

SEPT. 11

SEPT. 12

SEPT. 13

SEPT. 14

OCT. 7

SEPT. B

SEPT. 15

OCT. 10

OCT. 11

OCT. 12

OCT. 13

OCT. 14

OCT. 17

OCT. 18

OCT. 19

OCT. 20

OCT. 21

OCT. 23

OCT. 24

OCT. 25

OCT.. 26

OCT. 27

OCT. 28

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1TOPPING 5 5.95
SEPT. 9

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS s7. 95 - -

-

SEPT. 16

OCT. 29

-

OCT. 30

OCT. 31

NOV.1

NOV. 2

NOV. 3

NOV. 4

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPlNGS s7. 95 - NOV. 7

NOV. 5

NOV. 8

NOV. 9

NOV. 10

NOV. 11

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS s7.95 - -

SEPT. 17

-

OCT. 22

INCREDIBLE LARGE PIZZA UP TO 5 TOPPINGS S7.95 SEPT. 5

OCT. 6

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

Monday

SEPT. 4

OCT. 5

LARGE PIZZA WITH 1 TOPPING s5.95

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA:

SEPT. 3

OCT. 4

TWO FREE TOPPINGS ON ANY PIZZA

=·.

-

OCT. 3

SEPT. 18

SEPT. 19

SEPT. 20

SEPT. 21

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 23

12" Cheese pizza with one
topping, $4.99 (Valid 11 a.m.·
4 p.m. Only)

NIFTY 58,5014" CHEESE PIZZA 1 TOPPING-2 LITER BOTTLE OFcOKE -

©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than 520.00. Limited delivery area lo ensure driver safely.

· Saint Loui11 Univenity'11
Academic Year In Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: Eiigllsh,
· '. ,,; . . Spanish; Llbefal Arts, Business &
Administration, TESOL, Sciences.
Hispanic Studies
SLU In Madrid Is a member ol AA/EOE
OroKtuate Courses ottered durtng
Summer session

·Apply NOW for Spring, Summer nnd Fall
More than 1,000 students In the Program.·
Contact:
Saint Louis University In Madrfd
Bravo Murlllo, 38
Edlllclo Gonzaga, Planta Baja
Madrid 28015 Spain
Tel: 593-3783

I

Saint Louis Unlvorsity
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions OHice
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

Reception Desk
Attendant
(2 Part-Time Positions)
We arc currently accepting applications for two part-time
Reception Desk ALLendants to answer our switchboard, greet
visitors, and handle other general clerical duties. The
successful candidates will possess excellent customer service
skills and be able Lo type at least 50 w .p.m. Hours arc
Monday through Friday from 7:45 a.m. Lo 12: 15 p.m. ill
12: 15 p.m. Lo 4:45 p.m. Rate of pay is $5.50 per hour.
Discount parking available.

'.

CLASSIFIEDS

ti:t,'11l11'91illlllllj

PART;.TIME MARKETING POSITION
Business near campus.
Flexible day-time
· hours, phone work
involved. No sales.
Call Marylynn, 351100.

BE PART OF
THE·· ACTION
ParHime help is ·
available immediately
at Riverfront Stadium
for Reds playoff and
Bengal football games.
Work evenings and
weekends for extra
cash. For more details,
please call 621-1555,
Cincinnati
Spoitservice.

Addresses wanted immediately! No experience. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Tollfree: 1-800-395-3283.

Babysitter rieeded for
2 year old, in our Kenwood home, Tues. and
Thurs. Need experience,
non-smoker, own transportation, references.
Call 984-0023, leave ~es
sage.
Babysitter needed. 3
days per wek. 1 - 5 p.m.
In,my Hyde Park home.
871-4970

For immediate consideration, call Tim George, Human
Resources Manager, al 852-1383

Manhattan National Life
205 West Fourth Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
An Equal OpporLunity Employer

2 Bedroom Apartment available. Spacious, offstrret parking, appliances. 321-0043.

Rave an,..
tlllnc to
Sell!
Place ,.oar
ad'• In tile
Jrayfer

New•wlre.
Call 741·
5S6S and
a•k lor
ltent
George.
Sell it la•t.
Sell It now.
Sell It In
tile
New•wrlre

Sunday · ·

Tuesday

Monday
SGA MllS!S'Jl'JIHG 2:3'
IP.NI. <CIBA 41

You are cordially invited to attend
this year's first meeting of The
GreaterCincinnati Collegiate Chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists. Mr. Jerry Springer, of
Channel 5 News, will be speaking on
the influences of electronic media in
tile world today.
The meeting will take place at noon,
Werdnesday, Oct. 3, in Tangeman
Center, room 402, on the campus of
the
University of Cincinnati.
Admission is free.
All potential journalists are
encouraged to attend.
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Lady Muskies off to best
start in school history
By Todd Meyer
The Xavier Newswire

,.

It's a long season, but one
made much shorter when
you are undefeated. The
Lady Musketeer soccer team
continued their winning
ways this week by winning
all three matches they
played.
"You need to play one
game at a time," said freshman forward Ann Delorenzo. "If you get motivated for each game individually, you're more likely
to win."
Xavier faces a tough
challenge tonight when they
host the University of
Cincinnati's Lady Bearcats.
The Lady Muskies have
never defeated UC, losing all
six previous meetings
between the two teams.

Furthermore, the Lady
Bearcats have yet to be
defeated by another Ohio
team.
The Lady Musk£teers
won't enter the game lacking
any confidence. "Luckily,
we've adapted to the harsh
conditions on the new field,
UC hasn't," said midfielder
Ka tie Roberts.
Xavier has reason to be
confident. Against Louisville
the Lady Muskies found
scoring punch from four
different sources. Delorenzo
and senior Julie Pater each
scored from the forward
position. Roberts and
freshman Sally Bertling, both
mid fielders, added scoring
punch with one goal each.
Marla Schuerman assisted
the goals by Roberts and
Berding as Xavier rolled at
home,4-1.
The team play continued

against Lewis University.
However, in the scoring
column it was a one woman
show. Laura Wambach
scored three goals to pace the
Lady Musketeers. The hat
trick was all the squad
needed as they defeated
Lewis University 3-1.
The Lady Muskies kept
their record perfect as they
met Wisconsin Milwaukee on
the road. All-American
candidate Schuerman scored
her fifth and sixth goals of
the season. Xavier posted a
2-1 decision.
It all sounds too simple.
When asked if the team has
set a limit on goals it will
allow this year Delorenzo
replied, "The only thing
that's important is that we
score more pqints than they
do."
They'll just take 'em one
game at a time.

Eight game losing streak snapped

Men's soccer team defeats DePaul for first victory .
By Todd Meyer
The Xavier Newswire
The streak has ended.
After a tough 0-8 start, the
Xavier men's soccer team
managed to hold off DePaul
. for its first win of the season.
Ihe week started of
inauspiciously with Xavier
' getting trounced by Ohio
State in Columbus. The
Buckeyes scored eight goals,
while the Muskies countered
with just one goal of their
own. Junior striker Eric Lieb
scored his first goal of the
season, the second of his
collegiate career, to avoid the
shutout.
Xavier next traveled to
Butler for a Friday night
match .. Their league rival
greeted them rudely, downing the Musketeers 5-1. Jeff
Jordahl accounted for the
lone Muskie goal.
The Musketeers headed
home still in search of their
' first win. They looked to

DePaulhad
notch it
trouble
against The
clearing the
DePaul Blue
ball out of
Demons,
its half,
who are also
which
winless on
showed in
the season.
the .
DePaul
Muskies'
scored
20-9
within the
advantage
first three
in shots on
minutes of
goal.
the game,
The
placing
Musketeers
added pressurvived
sure on the
two scares
Muskies.
in
the last
Xavier
=====:.::"::;::;'4:-1"~~~
p oto ifPierre Azucenas 10minutes
answered
quickly with Sophomore ~idfielder Kyle Sherf zer shields the ball from a Blue Demon of the
defender during the Musketeers 2-1 game last Sunday at Corcoran Field. game.
a score of
their own as It marked Xaiver's first win of the 1990 season.
Firstly,
Freshman
Jeff Jordahl
headed the ball into the net,
man strikerT.J. Pritchard
goalkeeper Rob Clawson ·
scoring his second goal of the took the shot, and senior
hyperextended his knee
weekend.
midfielder Greg Phillips put
when he and a DePaul player
the ball in the net for Xavier's fought for an errant leave
The Muskies continued
first lead of the season.
pass in the box. He's exmaking good, hard shots on
pected to be out for one
Xavier kept the pressure
goal. At the 36-minute mark
week.
of the first half, Xavier was
on during the second half
Secondly, the victory
awarded a free kick. Freshwith hard pressing offense.
"~

;i<

wasn't official until the very
end of the contest, after
senior midfielder Charlie
Bradley headed the ball clear
of the net with five seconds
remaining in the game to· ·
thwart DePaul's last effort to
tie the game.
The team hopes to build
from the win. "The first win
takes a lot of pressure off the
team," said the injured
Clawson. "We've offensively
matured. Now we can go on
from here."
This win has also lifted
some sullen spirits. "It's a
great feeling (the win) ... we
knew we had talent," added
winning goal-scorer Phillips.·
"We'll need great fan support
against Cincinnati."
Xavier will host a Bearcat
team which hasn't lived up to
its preseason promise. That
game will be a doubleheader
with the women's teams
tonight at Corcoran Field.
The Lady Muskies play at 6
p.m. and the men follow at
Bp.m.
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Miles c·1ub offers
something for everyone

.Xavier· nets weekend win
By Lena Ina
The Xavier Newswire
Working to attain the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference crown, the Xavier
women's tennis team
continues to perform well,
as it defeated St. Louis, 9-0,
and lost closely-contested
matches to rival Marquette,
7-2, Saturday.
The Lady Muskies
started the day off with the
sweep of St. Louis. "We
didn't think that St. Louis
was a big problem. It wa5
just a warm-up for our
match against Marquette,"
said sophomore Kathy
Jahnke.
Against the Lady Warriors, ranked second in the
MCC, the women knew
that the matches would all
be close, but were only
looking to win. "We were
hoping to actually win.
That would be a big accompli~hment because Marquette is a tough team to
beat," said junior Carla
Avington.
Although they won dnl y
two matches, three others
went to.the third set. "We
feel that we came closer to
beating [ivfarquettel this

Sophomore Kathy Jahnke stretches to volley against Marquette.
year than last year. If we
could have pulled outthose
other matches, we· would
have won," added Avington.
Winners for the Lady
Muskies were Cackie
Fenwick (no. 5 singles) and
Leslie Ganser and Kathy
Jahnke (no. 3 doubles). "It
was really tough playing
Marquette. We all played
our hardest," commented
Jahnke.
Avington admitted
disappointment a the loss;
owever, Avington said, "It's·
early in the season and we

.'Bob the producer'

Crew wakes up with WEBN
He told a startled team
Wednesday night at the
weekly crew meeting what
was in store for them the
following morning. Reac"Splash, splash,
tions ranged from amusesplashsplashsplash!! ! HELP
ment to surprise ... but no one
ME!!"
This is not the average cry doubted it was going to happen.
of a rower at Xavier crew
"You've got to like his
practice ... but then again,
these are not the words of the spirit," commented coach
Susan Saint Sing. "He just
average rower. WEBN's
"Bob the Producer" earned a came up with the idea and
followed through with it."
box of doughnuts the hard
way when he agreed to
Bob added a humorous
broadcast his morning show twist to that morning's
live from a crew shell last
practice, until· faced with a
Thursday at 6:30 a.m., and
coal-laden barge ... but tipping
found himself in the 2-seat of into the murky depths of the
"Thanks Harry."
Ohio River was not an
option.
Bob joined the ranks of the
bone cold and .water logged
It was defininitely not a
at the special request of
typical row; but everyone
varsity rower Sean Cox, who had to agree, it was a lot of
was familiar with the
fun. And that's what crew is
broadcaster's diverse style
all about, according to
and ..cocky attitude. "I just
president Gary Wahoff.
went up there with a box o~
"Being part of crew means
doughnuts and said, 'Hey,
working hard," he explained.
Bob! Why don't you do your "But mixing fun with compeshow from Xavier crew?'"
titio9 is what's most imporlaughed Cox.
tant~''
·

By Jennifer Stark
The Xavier Newswire

played well. We're getting
stronger and stronger. By
conference time, we should
be more powerful."
Much of the team's success
can be attributed to coach Jim
Brockhoff. "He's been a
great help t\) all of us. He
provides us with moral
support and good pointers,"
said Jahnke.
.
The team wants another
chance to defeat Marquette.
However, they won't get that
opportunity until the MCC
Tournament, Oct. 27-28 at
Notre Dame .

.M usl<ies

·f~~=~~~

.
for

. Mos~Ofy61l pmbably.
don't know that the Xavier
.baseball team has been·
participating in fall
season: .•. ····• .•
. .....· .·.·
·. The pµrpose'ofthe · . ..
•pfactices~nd games, which·
don'tq:mntofficially, are to
give c6ac!l Larry Red wine.
a g90d lookat th.e fresh- ·
niariballplayers: They are
also a \.Vay to help these
freshmen overcome their
intitiai nervousness.
"These.practices and .
. games are baskally primers
for the spring," said junior
pitcher Brad Ru':"e; ·
The seasqn consists of 10
games playedat schools in ·
the sanie.region, such as
Ball State, Valpraiso,
Nqrthem Kentucky,
Cincinnati, Bellarmine.
Collegeanddhio University ..•. ···. · · ···.··
So far, the team is 2-3.
Coming up are home
games agai1ist Cincinnati
today at 3p.in., NKU
Friday at 2p.m. _andBelJarniine Sah1rday at 1 p.m ..

a

By Lena Ina
The Xavier Newswire
Do you like to bike, swim or run, but are cautious about
joining a program because of its intimidating nature?
Well, the Miles Club, offered by Xavier Intramural Sports,
is a program for everyone, from those who put in megamilcs to those who just want to stay fit.
"People misconceive the activity and feel they can't
participate, but it's an activity where individuals monitor
themselves," said Elaine Todaro, Assistant Director of
Recreational Sports. "The purpose of the Miles Club is to
promote fi hless."
Todaro's mair:i goal is to improye participation. She's
hoping that by offering some kinds of incentives, students
will want to join.
"Every year, we reward those who finish with the most
miles in each event. This year, however, we want to reward
all of the participants for consistently working to maintain
good fitness levels," said Todaro.
Any interested students can sign up at the O'Connor
Sports Center. For more information, contact Elaine Todaro
at 745-3208.
Note:Sign-up deadline for flag football is Sept. 27. Upcoming events are 3 on 3 basketball, racquetball and walleyball.

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK
YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.
Paying back your college loan can be a long,
uphill battle. But the Army's Loan Repayment
Program makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will
reduce your college debt by 1/J or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater.' So after serving 'just 3 years, your
college loan will be completely paid off.
·You're eligible for this program with a National
Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan
or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after
October 1, 1975. And the loan can't be in default.
And }ust because you've left college, don't think
you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill training
offers a wealth of valuable high,tech, career,oriented
skills. Call your local Army Recruiter to find out more.

684-3247
ARM~ BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Former NBA star to assist Gillen

Orr added to men's basketball staff
The Xavier men's basketball team recently welcomed
the addition of former
Syracuse University standout Louis Orr to the coaching
staff.
Orr, a veteran of eight
NBA seasons, comes to
Xavier with a desire to teach
the players. "I've always
liked working with the ball

players on their games, and I
always thought that I could
be an effective coach," said
Orr.
Although this will be his
first official coaching job, Orr
did assist Muskie head coach
Pete Gillen in Japan this past
summer. "I'm looking
forward to my first shot at
college level coaching and

working with coach Gillen,"
Championship and a berth in
he said.
the NCAA Tournament
"Sweet 16."
Orr established all-star
status at Syracuse, scoring
He spent the final six ~BA
1,487 points and grabbing 881 seasons with the New York
rebounds in his four years.
Knicks, leading them to the
Eastern Conference SemifiHe shared MVP honors •
nals in 1983 and 1984. Overwith teammate Roosevelt
Bouie his senior year, leading · all, he averaged 9.7 ppg. and
3.7rpg.
the Orangemen to a 26-4
record, a Big East Conference
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,..By David Stubenrauch
The Xavier Newswire
. Remember what the world
was like last year at this
tiine?
A local baseball team
struggled to keep their heads
above water after their
manager nearly dropped
them into the Ohio River. A
big, big wall separated two
nations in Europe. Members
of a collegiate women's
soccer team threatened to
quit, transfer and disband
unless something was done
·
about their coach.
But those were the 1980s:
Welcome to the '90s. The
Cincinnati Reds have turned .
themselves around and
plotted a course up river
toward the World Series:
The Berlin Wall has been
renamed the Gennan speedbump as the two countries .
become one. And the Xavier
· women's soccer team has
· . started. the year undefeated
and, consequently, been
·
given a top 20 ranking.
. T~e,biggest change for.the
1990 edition of the 4tdy .
Musketeer soccer squad is
that of coaches. Frank
.
Zucca la, former coach at Gien
Este High, has taken the
helm. Zuccala has a lot of
experience when it comes to
winning. His last season.at .
Glen Este produced a record.
of 20-1-1.
.J\ssisting Zuccala is his
former aide at Glen Este,
Alan Wright. These two
have produced a positive
attitude.
"(Zuccala and Wright).
have given us a tremendous
amount of encouragement,"
said sbphomore Katie
Roberts. "They tell us 'we
can do it', not by justsaying
it, but by statistics."
Undefeated and driving,
the women seem to have
everything in place. According to Roberts, their number
on~·goal is to beat Cincinnati
(6 p.m., today at Corcoran
Field). As far as remaiJ]ing
undefeated, Roberts said it
would be nice, but, "every
game is difficult," noting
upcoming games against
Dayton and Canisius.
She also said, '.'we have to
prove ourselves. Hopefully
we'll prove were not just
lucky."· . . .
With an 8-0 start and a
riew attitude, the Lady
Muskies ha\fe already proved
themselvesthis year.

ALL FALL SHOES

Now to Oct. 1
~or Great Clothes & Shoes
that take you anywhere

Valid Wilh This Coupon

--15if10--0FF

NOT VALID WITH
OTHER DISCOUNTS

. ·. Don'tiet this happen to you. Sign. up now ..
· for an interview with the NationalScrurity AgenLy. ·
We're looking for Spring '91 and Fall '91·.graduates
interested in full-time employment. It could be the
opportunity you've.been lookingfor.
NSA is. the Department ()f Defense agency
charged withforeign Signals Intelligence, domestic
Infoi'mation Semrity, and overall Operations .
campus.

ALL FALL CLOTHES

Now to Oct. 1

The Opportunities pf a Lifetime

NSA INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

The National Security Agency wlll be on campus October 18th
Interviewing s·en.lors majoring· in· computer science. and mathematics.
··
. Co•op ~~-d:suni~er p~sition~ are als~ available.
. ·. - ,
-~·

·-~-·:. -~

.·.: {

..
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Forget raindrops ·on ·roses, I want Revenge
By Molly A. Donnellon

The Xavier Newswire
Walking down East
McMillan in Clifton, I passed
all of the historic store fronts.
The word 'revenge,' painted
on the front of a window,
caught my attention. I
stepped inside, innocently
enough, and found dead fish,
tombstanes, voodoo dolls,
jars of cigarette butts and
other morbid paraphernalia.
Although I was a bit apprehensive, the girl behind the
counter looked harmless
enough (well, so did Jason's
mommy), so I inquired about
her business.
Revenge, Inc. is a company
which seeks vengeancee on
the enemies or friends of
their clients. For about $30.00
you can hire Revenge, Inc. to
deliver a box of rocks to your
boss, or a bouquet of dead
flowers to your ex-girlfriend.
, The company was
founded at the beginning of
the summer by Paul Pratt
and his sister, Caroline. Pratt
heard the idea from a friend
in California and asked his
sister, who is the creator of
the first singing telegram
company in Cincinnati,
Mabel H, to assist in his
endeavors. Pratt admits that
"it takes a while to get
started, but it seemed like a
good opportunity."
There are only two employees working at Revenge,
lnc. Kris Kopp, who is a
freelance graphic designer,
and 'Bill,' a student at U.C.
Kris runs the store and
designed the logo and layout,
while Bill is what they
affectionately call 'the
hitman,' meaning he does the
deliveriEs. When making a
delivery, or hit; Bill wears a
Revenge T-shirt, a pin~striped
suit, and a fedora; and often
incorporates many spiels into
the delivery, such as "this is
from the boss."
Revenge, Inc. is not the
only company of its kind. In
Boston, there is "Enough is
enough," run by Nan Ber~
man. In March of1989,
· Berman stated on the Phil · ·
Donahue Show that she .
started her comp~y because ·
"I used to work at a florist;

she made me miserable. I
just always wanted to send
her dead flowers. So I took
all my misery out and started
my own company." When
Revenge, Inc. was getting off
the ground, Kopp contacted
Berman for some helpful
hints. The one piece of
advice she gave to her
Cineinnati counterpart was
never to deliver a dead fish
anonymously. (Apparently,
this is a mafia trademark; if
you receives a dead fish in
the mail, it usually means
that you'llsoon be one
yourself.)
While they will do customized revenges, they will
not do anything illegal, and
most of the hits so far have
been in fun. However, they
Colorful iift
t~e shelves at Revenge,
will be delivering an "Ass of
the Year " trophy this week
diseases no longer, or he can
to a teacher at Sycamore
choose to be wr~pped ii\
High School from an anonymous old student, and their · · Seran Wrap by the host of the
party.
· guess is that this hit is a
So far Revenge Inc. 's. target ···
personal vengenace. Currently, they are working on a
market has been the business
custom hit: a woman called
people, because sttidents
in and wants.a contract deliv- don't seem to want to spend
ered to a friend of hers with a that kind of money on a
roll of Saran Wrap. The
practical joke. I guess they
contract accuses the recipien.t don't yet know what lengths
of "spreading communicable
we Xa:yier students will go to
diseases." The gentleman
to get back at the financial
can either sign the contract
aid department. Remember
kids, n9thing illegal! ·
and be bound to spread the
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'Enjoying the Arts' in Cincinnati

The loot' manics· and the Goodfellas·
.· 1,11Q,f.ip J~ke retug~Jn Cincin11.qti the.atres
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By Becky Froelich
.The Xavier Newswire
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leaves a trial of laughs all the
way. Orton leaves no stone
unturned in his quest to
ridicule and poke fun at just
about everything that society
finds important. Love and
marriage, the police, money,
not even the Church is
protected.
The story revolves around
the robbery the son has just
pulled off with the help of his
"mate" Dennis, who just
happens to be the driver of

The Cincinnati Playhouse
In The Park opened its 199091 season with a laugh heard
'round the city. "Loot", a
romping comedy by Joe
Orton, took center stage
September 18th in the Robert
S. Marx Theatre at the
Playhouse. The Playhouse
began its nP.w season in
premiere style with ushers
•
wearing tuxedos and a reception complete with food fit
THEATRE REVIEW
for a king following the
performance. The festive air
the hearse. Trying to find a
was laced with a hint of
safe place to stash the money
anticipation as the patrons
becomes of "grave" impor· filed to their seats for the
tance and soon Mommy is
opening show. Then sud. replaced by money in the
denly the hOuse lights
dimmed the music began and coffin. Of course our widower has no idea about what
the Playhouse's 31st season
has taken place and he
was underway!
continues to grieve, quite
"Loot" is a manic look at
the life of an elderly widower frequently and loudly, much
Ray Liotta, Robert D~ Niro, Pau.f Sorvino, and foe Pesci
to the chagrin of everyone
and the troubles he encoun--~.:.;:.:., ~ ~
.;.;,-,~
-~~~·i:
else:
Now add the nurse who
ters
as
he
tries
to
l~y
his
late
. \
and failures. ·.
has already had seven rich
wife
to
rest.
Coupled
with
By Kent Thompsbn ·
· Henrv's closest friend is
husbands and who is looking
The Xavier Newswire
TommybeVito,portrayed by the fact that his son has just
for number eight (not to
robbed
a
bank
and
his
wife's
Joe Pesci, of "Lethal Weapon
mention the fact that the
nurse has plans of her own,
It was long, violent, and
II" fame. Pesci plays a foulprevious
seven have all since
"Loot"
twists
and
turns
often redundant, butGootempered, m th less~ small"expired"),
and a bumbling
through
the
alleyways
and
dfellas is probably also an
time hood; His performance
detective
who
makes Cocorners
of
classical
farce
and
Oscar contender.
is excellent though somewhat
Starring Ray Liotta, Joe
unsettling.
Pesci, Lorraine Bracco, and
Also central in the movie's
Robert De Niro, Goodfellas
development is the character
has a burning, cutting edge
of Karen (Bracco); who could
docu-style all its own. Bas'ed
easily be mistaken for
on Nicholas Pileggi's bestselling novel Wiseguy, and
MOVIE REVIEW
directed by Martin Scorsese,
this film gives a brutally
honest account of the day-toDeborah Winger .. She gives a
day lives of people involved
solid performance as Henry's
in organized crime.
· neurotic wife.
The film traces the true-life
The one disappointing
performance comes from,
experiericcs of Henry Hill
(Liotta). Henry was born in
stiprisingly, Robert De Niro.
De Niro's role as James
Queens and always seemed
to .understand what it meant
Conway is little more than a
to be "one of the boys."
walk-on. And, after making
. Though he wasn't born into
a career of playing tough
crime, Henry lusted for the
mafiosa types, De Niro's
lifestyle from the moment he
character lacks freshness,
originality, and passior~.
stepped out o~ his crib; he
yearned for the respect that
. Fortunately; his role is so
local"businessmen" were
minor it doesn't really affect
given. Henry wanted the
the film as a whole.
cars, clothes and money, so
Good fellas is a good film,
he niade.his mark early by
and while I wouldn't recom.beginning his life in crime as . mend eating a big meal
a runner for the local bosses.
before viewing this movie, it
He worked his way up
· is worth seei11g. No other
through the ranks of the .
. m.m has ~~nso careful .n~t
"organization/' and Goodfel- . to romar:t,~c1zet~e gruebn~
las documents several · · .... aJ.l~ da~gerous hves ()f : · :
The cast of Loot
decad~s·of
Henry'ssucce~s··
... ' ..organi~~
\' ~::
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Jumbo look like an honors
student from the school of
etiquette, and you have the
makirigsfor a play ivhich will
keep you entertained for the
entire evening.
·Heading the talented cast
of ""Loot" is Phillip Pleasants,
whomakes his Playhouse
debut as the grieving Mr.
McLeavy. Pleasants' ability
to take the most melodramatic lines and deliver them
with absolute honesty
makes him a delight to
watch. Coupled with the
bouncing and consistently
humorous work of David
Sabin as Inspector Truscott,
""Loot" becomes an ingenious work of dialogue and
slapstick much in the same
realm as the Monty Python
and Benny Hill of years past.
Playhouse audiences are
notorious for expecting a lot
from its city's premiere·
theatre. Given the hilarity of
the writing, the depth of the
direction, and the talent of
the cast, no one should leave
disappointed.
"Loot" will run at the
Playhouse through October
10th. For more information
or to reserve tickets call the
Playhouse box office at 4213888.
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Giving the chance
to "Enjoy the- Arts
11

EVERYBODY'S records, tapes,
I WE ·BUY & SELL.
•
RIDGE RD.

HUGE SELECTION OF IMPORTS
and low- income areas, and
•ROCK •SOUL
•JPIZ.Z
By Lara Schmitt
.
have never been exposed to
•METAL •ALTERNATIVE •BLUES
The Xavier Newswire
the arts before.
HEARLD AVE.
•PUNK •OLD·R&B
•OLDIES
For the rehabilitation
~
DANAAVE;_
. The Arts are for everyfacility, the program becomes
NEW & USED COMPACf DISCS
one, thanks to a program
an important part of'the
•
"VOTED THE BEST RECORD STORE IN CINCINNATI "by Cl NCI NATI MAGAZINE" _1987
called Enjoy the Arts, a non·
therapy. One of these ·
ROCK T-SHIRTS & POSTERS
profit agency which enables
facilities is the Northern
MON. -SAT 11-9
6106 MONTGOMERY RD .
students and those with little
Kentucky Treatment Center
SUN 12-6
. '<Ai' RIDGE) CINTC OH.
opportunity to experience the (NKTC), which houses
arts, all the opportunity they
juvenile delinquents. Roger
want.
Smith, a director at the
Founded as Young
Center, had only good things
Friends of the Arts in 1960 by to say about the scholarship
Irma Lazarus and Phyllis
program. Outings are not
Weston, the program was inreadily planned, so just being
tended to help promote little- able to get the students out
known artists and art organi- for a little while to see a play
zations in the Cincinnati area. is beneficial, not to mention
As the number of supported
the actual value of exposing
A Road Trip You·
Free Admission Saturday,
organizations grew, so did
these students to the arts.
Won'.t Forget!
the Young Friends program.
"So many of the students
Sept. 29 With College I.D.
Beginning to be too
learned to enjoy what they
. At Turfway Park, The· betting ls
Did you ever think it was poslarge to handle, it was rethought was beyond them,"
easy!
8egtnrier's Guides are ayallorganized in 1980 as Enjoy
Smith commented.
sible to party and learn· something at able .. And i.fyou still feel unsure about
the Arts. The program's
Also, through seeing
the same time?
things, vislt.out''how to bet" booth or a
mission· was expanded to
plays, some of them relative
At Turfway Park, you can study . Beginner's Wiildow. Here, friendly tellinclude a fostering of "audito their own lives, the stustatistics, sociology, zoology, and fience development for the
dents are stimulated to
ers go at yo\irp~ce·and .will.l!t:.~P you
nance, and never once have to wo~ place your¥facc\lrately. · · ·-. ·
benefit of all artists and art
discuss some of their own
organizations in the Greater
about a mid-term exam. Plus, you 11
problems, which is essential
. .
.
..
Cincinnati area," and "to
for any therapy to work~ The ·_ enjoy the party atmosphere of live Thor\-~·-···
develop in young people a
students rarely open up . /
···
··
oughbred racing.
love and appreciation for the
abouftheir situations, and
:
Take
a
break,
and
kick
back
in
'if.·-_TD-•·
·V
.- _.J: ' -_ - _•
arts."
'
any help to get them to do so
the
grandstands
on
Saturday.
A
college
..ll.Jiu~
By extending free and
helps. "It's an important part
discounted tickets to its fullI.D. gets you in FREEi Now for your
of what we do for the kids,."
. .· ... PAR._
added Smith~
time student members. thev
geography lesson: Take 1-75 to Turfway
.· ·:.)
make the arts accessible and
Through the scholarRoad (exit # 182) in Florence, · Ken- ·
affordable so their members
ship program,.Enjoy the Arts
7500 TIJRFWAY OOAD. FLORENCE. KENTUCKY
tucky.
can experience them easily.
- . CALL 371-0200 OR (800) 733-0200
reaches a "generally under.. .
.
. ·.
They also give memberships
served" population, and that
to non-students u·nder age 30 is vital to the community.
through their new Sample
These services for
The ARTs (ST ART) program, members are only half pf
created just last year, expand- what Enjoy the Arts proing the potential audience for vides. The purpose of·these
the arts even more.
services is also to help the
Students and young
artists and art organizations
adults aren't the only ones
in Greater Cincinnati. As
helped by this program,
well as fosteringaudiences
however. To prove that
for them, the services also
artists are not for the elite,
promote and help fund some
Enjoy the Arts also reaches
programs, such as the-Xavier
out to special constituents by Guitar /Piano Series, the
providing a Special Student
Broadway Series and CincinScholarship Program. This
nati Folk Life, just to name a
scholarship promotes "ongofew.
~~
ing and concentrated culture
The Arts are for every~ ... ''.'
exposure" to underprivileged one. In seeing students as
. >
students in schools for the
fu_ture patrons, Enjoy the ~rts
mentally and P,hysic,<tlly. ·.
opens up,t~e ~~t.!~e~t~'.min.cis
impaired, in orphanages, and to a new'experience -- and
in alcohol and chemical
open up the arts fo a bigger ·
dependency programs.
audience.
·
Distributed directly to the
facility, the money goes
If any !'\tudents ~re still
toward memberships for the
interested_ in joining Enjoy
students at that facility as
the Arts, memberships are
well as on-site visits, workbeing soldfor $15 in the SAC
shops and special events for
office until September 30.
them.
Thanks goes to Danne'
For these students, this Dunworth, from Enjoy the
program is very important.
Arts, and Roger Smith, from.
Most of them are from rural
NKTC, for their cooperation.
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catendaR
Family Weekend continues
with bus tours of
All announcements for.
cincinnati from 1:00 p.m.-4:
the weekly Calendar must be
p.m.
sent to The Xavier Newswire
SAC Film Series,
Xavier Singers and Conoffice in the University Cen2:30 p.m. and 7:30
cert
Choir perform in the
ter, ground floor, by Friday,
p.m. in.the Theatre .
theatre at 4:15. Admission is
prior to publication, at 12
free.
p.m. (noon). Please direct
Celebration of the 450th
mail to Gary Wahoff, CalenThe Family Weekend
anniversary of the Society
dar editor. Be sure to
Liturgy
will be held in the
of Jesus.
include name and phone
.University Center Theatre at
number.
6:00p.m.
SAC Film Series in
Enjoy the remainder of
the Theatre at 2:30
the evening at Casino Night
p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
at Xavier. This fun filled
event will be held in the
Musketeer Inn from 8:30
Amnesty International has
p.m.-12:30 a.m.
its weekly meeting at 2:00
Pre-Law Society
p.m. If you have any quesDance to the sound of the
.
meeting at 8:30 p.m. tions, please call Mimi ChamXavier
Big Bandin the Main
· · in Alter .Hall, room berlain at 756-3064.
Dining
Hall. The music
219. Forfurther details call
at
9:00 p.m. and ends
begins
745-4900.
Family Weekend .kicks off at
at.1:00 a.m.
Wednesday Jumpstart
5:00 p;m. with registration in
featuring Fannigan's Isle, a . the University Center Lobby
Cincinnati Reds
classic rock sound is in the · followed by a night at the
·
take
on the San
Downu.nder from ~:30 p.m. stadium to see the Cincinnati
Diego
Padres at ·
-12:30 a.m. Admission is
Reds take on the San Diego
2:15 p.m. at the Stadium.
free.
Padres for College r-.{ight.
Women and Men's
Soccer: XU hosts Cincinnati
at 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
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28

26

30

l'Tlcltch Oil competitor's coupons*
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· *Offer good thru Jan. 1, 1991

You told us
keep it simple
and mal{e it easy.
We listened.

~

'\" LmJ t!~E~::;~:,7:Ji:f:~:.

grams; And our special student price makes it easier to own:ic ·
And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll receive
a TWA® Certificate entitling you to a round-trip ticket for
$149** /$249;tc* Plus· a free TWA Getaway®
'-"'=~----~ ......... .
Microsoft® Windows n• 3.0, just turn on the PS/2® and you're
ready to go. Watch your ideas quickly come to life in papers,
Student Discount Card application. You'll also .
get a great low price on·the PRODIGY® service.
graphics, lab reports and even spreadsheets.
Plus, you can easily work on more than one project at a
It was easy:inaking the IBMPS/2 easy
time. Simply click your mouse to choose from a variety of pro- .to use. You tnld us how and we listened.

BEST DEALS EVER ON IBM PS/21!
Tell your parents gnd friends, and join us
at the IBM Fun Day, Friday, September
28, from 11 a.ni.- 7:30 p.m. in front of the
University Center.

~

~.

==-:::.
==®
---· _.._,_
-·------·_
-·,- ---'-

'This offer is available only to qualified sludents, faculty, staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations. Orders are subject to availability. Prices are subject to change and IBM may
withdraw the offer at any time without written notice. ··valid for any TWA destination in the continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for travel September 16, 1990, through December 19, 1991; at the following round-trip fares: $149.00 round-trip for travel
from September 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and September 16, 1991, through December 19, 1991. $249.00 round·trip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15, 1991. Seats are limited. Fare is non-refundable. 14 day advance purchase,
blackout dates and certain other restriclions apply. Complete details will be shown on certificate. Applicants for TWA's Getaway Student Discount Card must be full-time students between the ages of 16-26. ®IBM, Personal System/2 and PS/2
are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TWA is a registered service mark o!Trans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway is a registered trademark of Trans
World Airlines, Inc. PRODIGY is a registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. '"Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
©IBM Corporation 1990
·
·
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